The Alliance is re-issuing our groundbreaking 2021 report, Designed to Deceive: A Study of the Crisis Pregnancy Center Industry in Nine States, with an urgent warning about the role the newly expanded crisis pregnancy center (CPC) industry is poised to play in a post-Roe United States.

CPCs are anti-abortion organizations that target low-income people facing unintended pregnancies to prevent them from accessing abortion and contraception. In recent years, the anti-abortion movement has expanded and elevated the role of CPCs within the broader movement, in part by facilitating the coordination of sophisticated data collection and exploitation systems.1

The contemporary CPC industry is a nationwide, government-funded, digitally sophisticated network that targets low-income pregnant people who may or may not be considering abortion, collects their sensitive medical and personal information, and feeds it to anti-abortion organizations that store big data without clear privacy protections.

In short, the CPC industry is now functioning as surveillance infrastructure for the anti-abortion movement, amassing data that could be used in pregnancy- and abortion-related prosecutions post-Roe, when abortion will likely be banned in at least 26 states.2 The global anti-abortion group Heartbeat International, for example, stores “digital dossiers” on CPC clients, stating “Big data is revolutionizing all sorts of industries. Why shouldn’t it do the same for a critical ministry like ours?”3

“Intrusive data collection software and digital marketing systems are being developed and promulgated around the world by powerful and politically connected US-based anti-abortion organizations.” – Privacy International4

Now, a new wave of anti-abortion legislation advancing in state Legislatures aims to force pregnant people to go to CPCs and empower the government to target and track pregnant people and store their personal data.

Under the Radar: Funding the CPC Industry While Pushing for Criminalization

The radical regression of reproductive rights in this country has been engineered by politicians who dismiss the needs of their constituents to serve special-interest groups working to eliminate legal abortion. State lawmakers, in particular, have dutifully advanced thousands of boilerplate abortion restrictions despite warnings from medical experts that such legislation undermines public health and harms pregnant people. This year, using a case challenging one such restriction—a Mississippi ban on abortion after 15 weeks—the Court is widely expected to further gut or outright overturn Roe, reversing almost half a century of precedent.

While abortion restrictions make headlines, state lawmakers have simultaneously advanced a parallel strategy, mostly under the radar: expanding and revitalizing the crisis pregnancy center industry by diverting millions of dollars—including money to help poor children—to CPCs through state contracts.5

CPCs are collecting massive amounts of client data including detailed sexual and reproductive histories through in-person “counseling,” centralized online chat platforms, and smartphone apps.6 Investigations reveal CPC client data is stored in a proprietary anti-abortion movement platform designed to function as one mega-database that “serves the whole movement” who are “pulling on the same rope together.”7
As we move closer to the dismantling of Roe, anti-abortion lawmakers are closing the loop between these two strategies by pushing legislation to empower state-funded CPC networks to conduct government-sanctioned surveillance of pregnant people—and force pregnant people to go to them.

Despite deceptive claims to the contrary, the Alliance Study found most CPCs do not offer medical services, so most are not subject to medical privacy laws. The potential for privacy violations is profound and the consequences, if not addressed, could be dire—especially if abortion is criminalized and police investigations and state prosecutions become, as expected, common once again.

### Legislation Advances to Convert State-funded CPCs into Surveillance Tools of the State

Last year, South Dakota launched an effort to revive a decade-old bill that would force anyone seeking an abortion to first go to a CPC or call a “virtual CPC” while explicitly imposing no duties or liabilities on the CPCs.8,9 Should this become law, pregnant people forced to go to CPCs will be asked personal and medical questions by staff or volunteers in organizations repeatedly shown to promote medical disinformation, anti-LGBTQ programming, and talking points discouraging use of contraception.

Similar bills, including legislation dubbed the “Every Mother Matters Act” (EMMA), which mandate that pregnant people seeking abortion care consult with a CPC or anti-abortion “care agent,” have been introduced in multiple states. The EMMA model was developed in part by Human Coalition Action, the political arm of Human Coalition, a group that runs “virtual” CPCs and works to advance digital tactics to intercept pregnant people searching online for abortion.10 11

The first EMMA passed in Arkansas in 2021. EMMA-style bills have now been introduced in Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas. In some versions, such as the Texas bill, pregnant people forced to go to a CPC are assigned a “unique identifying number” that must be added to the patient’s medical record and tracked in a database maintained by the state.12 An Iowa bill, if passed, will fund CPCs to digitally target pregnant people and “track key information throughout the entire cycle of the contractor’s interactions with a pregnant woman.”13

It is reasonable to predict such information will be used to support pregnancy- and abortion-related prosecutions after Roe. Even under Roe, anti-abortion prosecutors have signaled a robust appetite to prosecute pregnancy loss: Between 2006 and 2020, more than 1200 people were arrested or detained for pregnancy-related outcomes.14

When abortion is a crime, pregnant people are potential suspects, and any pregnancy outcome other than a healthy birth invites investigation and potential prosecution. Legal experts are warning about, and defense attorneys are preparing for, a new wave of mass incarceration expected to arise from a flood of abortion-related prosecutions in the wake of Roe.15

Pregnancy- and abortion-related prosecutions pose the greatest threat to groups already vulnerable to over-policing and mass incarceration, including low-income people, Black people and other people of color. As detailed in *Designed to Deceive*, these groups are the same people targeted by CPCs.
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**Designed to Deceive: A Study of the Crisis Pregnancy Industry in Nine States** is available at alliancestateadvocates.org.

For more information and media inquiries, contact us at info@alliancestateadvocates.org.
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